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now the problem is that when i go to roboform's preferences to try to fix this, roboform says that the program is currently in
trial mode. i've found nothing on the trial portion of the roboform menu or on their support page. it's not clear if this is a 'trial'
version of roboform or if roboform has changed back to the 'free' version with this latest upgrade. the problem is that i know
the upgrade was valid as i checked the license status and all was well before i upgraded. i have no reason to doubt that the

upgrade was valid. i'm now stuck with the 'trial' version and i can't figure out how to fix it. because of the regression,
roboform 8 is now treating the login section of the login form as optional and is rejecting both custom and default login fields.
in my old roboform 7 i could simply type in the login field and press the enter key, regardless of the language i choose. i saw
this earlier, but it was much too short to be of any use. i have my collection on a separate partition from the os, so it's not in
the way at all. i use roboform to regularly sync the state of my passwords between computers using roboform's cloud-based
sync. the sync it does takes about 30 minutes, and that's when the programs are within network range of each other. in fact,
when i shut down roboform on one computer and reboot on another, it doesn't even update the password lists until after i've
logged in. roboform is a very useful tool, but i find the interface and the attention to detail that goes into it lacking, and the
amount of boilerplate code put in is staggering. it's also a pain to have so many unrelated applications demanding files, and
yet, it doesn't seem to be possible to turn down the security permissions and privacy restrictions set by ai roboform - even

when only the software you installed is using your data, and even when you're not using your rf account. you can remove the
permissions from ios (which is a little overkill, if all you're doing is syncing your rf accounts locally), but that doesn't do much

good when it's offline and on your phone.
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i upgraded from roboform 7 to
roboform 8, and signed on to roboform
website, and deleted all the files online
by clicking on files and then select all
and then delete. roboform 8 still has
my logins on my personal computer,
but not stored online, as i don't want
my logins stored online. i also turned
off the automatic sync option on the

program itself by clicking on the 3 dots
on the right side top of program,

choose options and data and sync, and
uncheck the box automatic sync. on

my online account, i clicked on
licenses, and it does show expires next
month on the 22nd, so i suspect i will
start getting the nag screens, but this
webpage: says roboform 8 for desktop
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users only is currently free. hopefully it
will stay that way as i have been a

customer since 2007. regarding
roboform 8 not launching in firefox --

i've got this problem on my computer,
but not on my wife's. there's an easier
solution than rebooting. i've found that

if i go into my firefox add-ons and
disable roboform and then immediately

enable it, the roboform login window
opens just fine. what kind of support

does roboform have? i have used
roboform on mac and windows for
many years. i need to create a new

document that is password protected.
but how can i do this on a windows pc?

i need to use roboform. i have used
roboform for many years and it worked
great on my mac and windows. now i
need to use roboform on windows and
it doesn't work. will someone help me
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fix it so i can use roboform on my pc?
thanks for your article. however, i have

a couple of questions about it. first, i
have a question about the presence of

internet explorer as a supported
browser for windows. you stated that ie
was not supported. however, i noticed

that it was listed in the table as
available in the downloads section,

with the version you're using listed as
version 6. second, i was not able to get

roboform to work on my computer. i
downloaded your install package and

tried to install it. i was not able to
install it because i am running an

adware/spyware program called "my
start up", which got in the way. i

looked for a solution to delete "my
start up", but i was not able to do that,

so i decided to temporarily uninstall
the installer. when i attempted to do
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that, however, i received a message
stating that it would delete roboform
from my computer. i really don't want

that to happen. i have no way to
access the uninstaller on my computer

because of the adware/spyware
program. i am running the latest

version of windows 7. 5ec8ef588b
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